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Title of the Practice
1. Financial aid to the deserving students by the college
Objectives of the Practice
It has been obtained from the profile of the students after the joining the programme of the
college that there are many students coming from rural & Tribal area with very low economic
background. It is impossible to them to sustain without the financial support to complete the
necessary and required resources fulfilling the course materials. So, the noble objectives of the
practice are







To extent financial support to the most needy students especially from
tribal region so that they should not escape out from the education
process.
To promote quality among the students.
To inculcate the values of sense of responsibility among the students.
The expected outcomes is that the students should be able to complete
their degree with good marks. The beneficiaries should treat the needy
with principle of “lend a helping hand without discrimination.”

Title of the Practice
2. Zero problem period
Objectives of the Practice
 Mentoring the students with issues related to theoretical aspects with
one teacher as mentor for every 12 students.
 Creating a conducive environment through solving their problems with
respect to various courses of the programme.
 Making an arrangement for special sessions / theory classes for slow
learners as well as the students having serious linguistic problems in
understanding various concepts.
 Giving technical and tactical knowledge pertaining to the aspects of the
practical programme.
The practice is the generally observed 2nd and 4th Saturday on every month. Through this
practice the students having problems related to curricular, co-curricular, extracurricular and
especially practical and practice teaching in schools discussed with theory, extension activities
and practical Incharge. The Incharge related to above mentioned programme notes down the
problems of the students which latter on discussed with the other teachers, alumni and head of
the institution in the meetings.

